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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR PROVIDING 
SCALABLE EDUCATIONAL CONTENT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a Continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 12/875,920, filed on Sep. 3, 2010, which 
claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
61/239,943, filed Sep. 4, 2009, and entitled “System and 
Method for Providing Scalable Educational Content,” which 
is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to systems and meth 
ods for providing educational content and, in particular, to a 
system and method for providing language educational 
content from a modular platform. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. In recent years, the availability of computers and 
network connections in the educational environment has 
increased. However, for learning language such systems 
currently fail to be used optimally. Moreover, the present 
systems are not scalable or are inefficient to scale. There is, 
therefore, a need for an efficiently scalable system and 
method for providing educational content. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0004. In an embodiment of the invention, a method is 
provided for providing educational content pertaining to any 
of a plurality of languages over a network including receiv 
ing a language selection and a selection of an educational 
content unit, retrieving from a content database selected 
content items associated with the selected educational con 
tent unit, including at least one language-generic content 
item and at least one language-specific content item asso 
ciated with the selected language, generating the educational 
content unit using the retrieved language-general and lan 
guage-specific content items, and transmitting the generated 
educational content unit over the network for display on the 
computing device. 
0005. In an embodiment, the invention provides a system 
for providing a graphical user interface (GUI) based modu 
lar platform. The system includes a control module coupled 
to a bus, and configured to receive and provide data and 
control signals, a language parser coupled to the bus, and 
configured to access content within repositories and provide 
language specific content to the control module, a syntax 
rule base coupled to the bus and associated with the lan 
guage parser, the syntax rule base configured to provide 
language specific rules to the language parser, a lesson 
format base coupled to the bus and configured to provide at 
least one lesson style to the control module, and a speech 
recognition system coupled to the bus and configured to 
receive an utterance from a user, wherein the utterance is 
evaluated with regard to at least one of pronunciation 
accuracy and sentence structure accuracy. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 Embodiments of the invention are illustrated by 
way of example and not limitation in the figures of the 
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accompanying drawings, in which like reference numerals 
indicate corresponding, analogous or similar elements, and 
in which: 
0007 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary network system in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention; 
0008 FIG. 2 illustrates a graphical user interface in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention; 
0009 FIG. 3 illustrates a layer of the embodiment of FIG. 
2: 
0010 FIG. 4 illustrates another layer of the embodiment 
of FIG. 2: 
(0011 FIG. 5 illustrates another layer of the embodiment 
of FIG. 2: 
0012 FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic diagram of a modular 
platform in accordance with an embodiment of the inven 
tion; 
0013 FIG. 7 illustrates a process in accordance with an 
embodiment of the invention; and 
0014 FIG. 8 illustrates a process in accordance with an 
embodiment of the invention. 
0015. It will be appreciated that, for simplicity and clarity 
of illustration, elements shown in the figures have not 
necessarily been drawn to scale. For example, the dimen 
sions of some of the elements may be exaggerated relative 
to other elements for clarity. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0016. In the following detailed description, numerous 
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough 
understanding of the invention. However, it will be under 
stood by those of ordinary skill in the art that the invention 
may be practiced without these specific details. In other 
instances, well-known methods, procedures, components, 
modules, units and/or circuits have not been described in 
detail so as not to obscure the invention. 
0017 Although embodiments of the invention are not 
limited in this regard, discussions utilizing terms such as, for 
example, "processing,” “computing.” “calculating,” “deter 
mining.” “establishing”, “analyzing”, “checking, or the 
like, may refer to operation(s) and/or process(es) of a 
computer, a computing platform, a computing system, or 
other electronic computing device, that manipulate and/or 
transform data represented as physical (e.g., electronic) 
quantities within the computer's registers and/or memories 
into other data similarly represented as physical quantities 
within the computers registers and/or memories or other 
information storage medium that may store instructions to 
perform operations and/or processes. 
0018. Although embodiments of the invention are not 
limited in this regard, the terms “plurality” and “a plurality” 
as used herein may include, for example, “multiple” or “two 
or more'. The terms “plurality” or “a plurality” may be used 
throughout the specification to describe two or more com 
ponents, devices, elements, units, parameters, or the like. 
0019. Unless explicitly stated, the method embodiments 
described herein are not constrained to a particular order or 
sequence. Additionally, some of the described method 
embodiments or elements thereof can occur or be performed 
at the same point in time. 
0020 Embodiments of the present invention relate to a 
modular platform that may provide games, lesson plans, 
activities and animated movies that may be used as an 
educational resource for teaching a language to a non-native 
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speaker and/or reader of that language. A modular platform 
in accordance with an embodiment of the invention may be 
a comprehensive tool that can focus on reading, writing, 
Vocabulary building, grammar and/or pronunciation skills. 
0021 Reference is made to FIG. 1, showing a schematic 
view of an exemplary system 100 according to embodiments 
of the invention. System 100 may include a server 110, a 
user A 120, a user B 130, a plurality of users C 140, for 
example, collocated in a classroom environment, and a 
network 150 for communication therebetween. It will be 
understood that users A, B, and C need not be located in the 
same vicinity, but rather may each be remotely located from 
the others, wherein all are connected to a communication 
network, e.g., the Internet. For the sake of simplicity, com 
puting devices operated by users A, B and C are not 
particularly shown; however, it will be recognized that users 
A, B and C as referred to herein denote a user operating any 
applicable computing device. For example, users A, B and 
C may operate a personal computer, a desktop computer, a 
mobile computer or phone, a laptop computer, a notebook 
computer, a terminal, a workStation, a server computer, a 
personal digital assistant (PDA) device, a tablet computer, a 
pad computer, a netbook computer, a network device, or any 
other suitable computing device. Server 110 may be any 
applicable server platform, e.g., one or more server com 
puters or any one or more of the devices described herein 
with reference to devices that may be operated by user A. 
Server 110 may include hardware, software, firmware mod 
ules, or a combination thereof. 
0022. It will be recognized that embodiments of the 
invention are not limited by the type or nature of server 110. 
network 150, and/or devices operated by users A, B and C. 
0023 Network 150 may be, may comprise or may be part 
of a private internet protocol (IP) network, the Internet, an 
integrated services digital network (ISDN), frame relay 
connections, modem connected to a phone line a public 
switched telephone network (PSTN), a public or private data 
network, a local area network (LAN), a metropolitan area 
network (MAN), a wide area network (WAN), a wireline or 
wireless network, a local, regional, or global communication 
network, an enterprise intranet, any combination of the 
preceding and/or any other Suitable communication means. 
It will be recognized that embodiments of the invention are 
not limited by the nature of network 150. 
0024. In some embodiments, server 110 may be a web 
server and may provide content, e.g., web pages, AdobeTM 
Flash files, MicrosoftTM Silverlight files, and/or any other 
files that may be visually interpreted and interactively pre 
sented to users A, B and C. Accordingly, according to 
embodiments of the invention, users A, B, and C need not 
install application Software on their computers, but rather, 
may interact with the system entirely over the Internet using 
generic browser Software and Suitable plug-ins, as required. 
Users A, B and C may interact with server 110 and/or with 
each other by interacting with content provided by server 
110. An online application (not shown) on server 110 may 
allow users to login, for example, using usernames and 
passwords, which may be verified against a Subscriber list, 
prior to providing educational content to users. 
0025. The content may be arranged hierarchically, for 
example, in a plurality of levels, each of which comprises a 
plurality of units, each of which, in turn, comprises a 
plurality of lessons. Thus, upon logging in, a user may be 
presented with a list of levels. Upon selecting a level, the 
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user may be requested to select a unit, and within the unit, 
a list of lessons may be presented. 
0026 FIG. 2 illustrates graphical user interface (GUI) 
200 in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention. The selected level 202 may be displayed (e.g., 
Level 1), the selected unit 204 (e.g., Unit 1) may be 
presented with a drop-down list of activities 220-228, other 
units 206, 208 for the lesson may be displayed as tabs, and 
lesson(s) 210-217 for the units selected activities may be 
displayed. Each of the levels, units, activities, and lessons 
may be a hyperlink that links the user to another page or 
layer in GUI 200. For any lesson selected, a video may be 
viewed that explains the lesson, for example, by clicking on 
the picture at the upper right portion of the screen. The 
positioning of the selected lesson, unit, and available lessons 
may be located at any position within GUI 200. 
0027. According to an embodiment of the invention, 
server 110 may provide GUI 200 over network 150 as a web 
page to the computing device operated by users A, B, and C. 
In accordance with another embodiment of the invention, 
the computing device operated by users A, B, and C may be 
a stand-alone device with a browser Software application 
providing a GUI to enable interaction with content provided 
by server 110. 
0028. The lessons in accordance with an embodiment of 
the invention may include interactive features such as those 
displayed at the bottom of FIG. 2. Thus, for example, each 
lesson may include some or all common features with other 
lessons, including, for example, “Know More!”, “Write It!”. 
“Words, Words, Words”, “Read It!”, “Play It!”, “Hear It, Say 
It!”, “Warm Up !”, and “You Can Do It!”. 
0029. Lesson 210, “Know More!’ may provide gram 
matical information on the unit. For example, in one 
embodiment of the invention, the use of a pronoun may be 
explained and various pronouns may be listed. 
0030 Lesson 211, “Write It!” may provide a printable 
worksheet form or a fillable portable document format 
(PDF). In one embodiment, the fillable PDF may be sub 
mitted via system 100 to the modular platform for analysis. 
0031. Lesson 212, “Words, Words, Words!” may provide 
interactive flash cards displaying the lesson’s words. FIG. 3 
illustrates a web page 300 of GUI 200 in accordance with an 
embodiment of the invention. Webpage 300 is an exemplar 
of the destination when the link for lesson 212 is selected. 
When a mouse is scrolled over the interactive flashcards of 
webpage 300, the visual impact of the interactive flashcard 
may change, and/or an audio file of the word may be played. 
For example, interactive flashcard 310 is shown in an 
emphasized, enlarged State to alter its visual impact. The 
emphasis may be done in other ways as well. For example, 
the interactive flashcard may change color, begin to blink, be 
the sole interactive flashcard displayed while the mouse 
pointer is over it, etc. The audio file associated with the 
interactive flash card may play the word written on the card 
to solidify the written and spoken components of the lan 
guage being taught 'girl” (English), "muchacha’ (Span 
ish), “fille” (French), etc. 
0032) Lesson 213, "Read It!” may provide an interactive 

list of words with letter combinations highlighted within the 
words. Clicking on the word may cause an audio Snippet to 
play with a pronunciation of the word, so that a user may 
learn how to pronounce the highlighted combination of 
letters. The “Read It!” feature may display letters, letter 
combinations, and/or words built from these letters. Words 
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and letters may be entered dynamically, and letters may be 
automatically highlighted in each word, using a specialized 
search and replace function. Words and letters may be paired 
dynamically with audio that plays when clicking on an entry. 
0033) Lesson 214, “Play It!” may provide an interactive 
screen that may display flash cards each with a hidden 
picture. FIG. 4 illustrates an interactive screen displaying the 
flash cards. By “turning over a card (e.g., by clicking a 
mouse button or pointer), an image of a word may be 
presented to a user along with an audio Snippet of the words 
pronunciation. After the audio Snippet plays, the image of 
the word disappears. By “turning over other cards the user 
may be presented with a duplicate image and audio Snippet. 
By sequentially “turning over two cards with the same 
image and audio Snippet, the cards may be removed from the 
screen's display. 
0034 Lesson 215, “Hear it, Say it!” may provide an 
interactive screen of images that can be selected by a user. 
For each image selected, a short video clip may be presented 
along with an audio Snippet of a word, a string of words, or 
a sentence with content that may match the video clip. After 
hearing the audio Snippet, a user may be encouraged to say 
the content of the audio snippet. The “HearIt Say It!” feature 
may load a file, or a series of files, for example, Shockwave 
Flash (.swf) files, which may be placed in a display menu at 
run time. When clicked, each of the movies may play in 
larger format, with prompts for user responses. It will be 
recognized that, in order to be fully operable, such feature 
may benefit or require that a computer of user A, B, and/or 
C include a sound card and an audio device, e.g., a speaker. 
0035. In an embodiment in accordance with the inven 
tion, the computing device operated by at least Some of users 
A, B, and C may include a microphone. The microphone 
may receive the user's utterance, which may then be con 
verted to an audio file by the sound card. The audio file may 
be analyzed by a speech recognition system for grading to 
determine the clarity of the user's utterance. For example, 
the audio file may be transmitted back to the server 110. 
which may perform the analysis. As described further below, 
the analysis may include a comparison against one or more 
benchmarks or standards in order to provide feedback to the 
user. By receiving feedback on the user's speech pattern of 
the language being studied, and repeated practice of detected 
pronunciation problems of the user, the user's accent and/or 
pronunciation may be improved over time. 
003.6 Lesson 216, “Warm Up!’ may provide an interac 
tive screen to reinforce the units lessons. For example, a 
Complete and Match warm up module may display text 
dynamically in boxes that may be dragged by the user to a 
corresponding matching text field. The text field may be a 
blank portion of a full sentence, from which a word has been 
removed programmatically. The removed word may be, for 
example, from the corresponding lesson of the unit. The text 
may then become a question, which in turn may be answered 
by dragging another set of dynamically created text fields. 
0037. In another “Warm Up!” module in accordance with 
an embodiment of the invention, a screen may display 
various images that may correspond to words from the units 
lessons. An audio Snippet of a phrase, a string of words, or 
a sentence may be played. The user may be prompted to 
click on the image that may best match the prompt provided 
by the audio Snippet. A visual and/or audio indication of the 
correctness of the user's selection may be provided. 
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0038 According to another embodiment in accordance 
with the invention, a “Warm Up!' exercise may be a 
multiple-choice quiz, which may be content-aware and 
change format based on the values received. The multiple 
choice quiz presentation module may display and play 
various combinations of text, image, and Sound to construct 
the quiz based on the lesson content. 
0039. In another embodiment in accordance with the 
invention, a “Warm Up!’ may be a sorting exercise, in which 
word categories and word entries may be received by the 
sorting content presentation module, which may then dis 
play the word categories and entries in randomly placed 
boxes. The user may drag each of the word entries to the 
proper graphic loaded for that word category. Again, the 
randomization of the draggable boxes may make the activity 
different with each play. 
0040 Lesson 217, “You Can Do It!” may provide an 
interactive screen displaying images. The user may be 
prompted to select the image that may best match an audio 
Snippet that plays while the images on the screen. A visual 
and/or audio indication of the correctness of the user's 
selection may be provided. The images on the screen may be 
changed and/or scrambled prior to the next audio Snippet is 
played. 
0041. Each of lessons 210-217 may provide an interac 
tive screen and/or audio Snippet that may provide an edu 
cational activity to a user using an approach that reinforces 
the language lessons for the unit in a pleasant, entertaining 

0042. The speech recognition system may compare the 
user's utterance to a database of native language speakers 
for a baseline, or may make the comparison to a baseline of 
non-native language speakers having a similar background 
to the user's own demographics. Each baseline may contain 
pronunciation features common to the group forming the 
baseline so that a user may be provided with prompt or 
Substantially immediate feedback based on the comparison 
that may allow the user to develop a homogeneous, accepted 
pronunciation by repetition. In some embodiments of the 
invention, a parent, teacher, or other authorized user, may be 
provided with the ability to remotely monitor or obtain 
access to pronunciation attempts by the user. Thus, for 
example, a teacher logged in to the system may be provided 
with the audio files of the student’s pronunciation substan 
tially in real-time, and may provide manual feedback on the 
pronunciation. For example, the teacher may type or speak 
comments to the student user relating to the transmitted 
pronunciation. 
0043. The system may further provide one or more 
reports to a user, a user's parent, an administrator or instruc 
tor of a group of users, etc. A report may provide statistical 
tools of comparison of the detected pronunciation of an 
individual user or group of users as compared against other 
users, e.g., other users having similar native language, 
geographic region, age, gender, etc. For example, a teacher 
may obtain a pronunciation assessment report of a student 
user having a certain native language. The report may 
compare the student’s pronunciation of certain measured 
consonants, vowels, diphthongs, etc. as against a bench 
mark, e.g., against pronunciation by students of similar age 
and native language of each of the measured consonants, 
Vowels, diphthongs, etc. Alternatively or additionally, a 
report may track progress of a user's pronunciation over 
time using audio samples captured over a period of time. 
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0044. In an embodiment of the invention, a group of users 
may be associated, for example, as a class. The system may 
collect pronunciation samples from each student and prepare 
a report for the teacher of the class of common or individual 
problems that students may be having with pronunciation. 
The report may be in graph format, for example, a histogram 
showing the incidence of certain problems in the number of 
students in the class. 
0045 Based on the speech pronunciation analysis of a 
user's utterances, the speech recognition system may Sug 
gest to the user or other person associated therewith (e.g., 
teacher, parent, etc.) one or more pronunciation exercises 
customized to emphasize certain pronunciation problems, 
e.g., problems of the particular user and/or problems of other 
users having similar demographic background, e.g., native 
language, geographic location, age, gender, etc. Thus, for 
example, if the system detects that the user mis-pronounces 
the long pronunciation of the vowel “a”, the user may be 
provided with pronunciation exercises of words having the 
long vowel “a”, in order to encourage practice of the 
particularly problematic pronunciation. It will be understood 
therefore, that in a class of students, each having different 
native languages, the system may provide each user, based 
on his/her detected pronunciation and/or demographic, with 
customized pronunciation exercises, as well as reports to a 
teacher for keeping track of progress of the students. 
0046. Some embodiments of the invention may provide 
visual feedback and/or instruction to assist in improving 
pronunciation. For example, the system may associate cer 
tain utterances with lip motions. Upon detection of an 
utterance, the system may provide a visual simulation or 
representation of a mouth making the detected utterance. 
Moreover, in order to provide instruction, the system may 
further associate a correct or acceptable pronunciation with 
visual simulation or representation of a mouth making the 
correct or acceptable utterance. Thus, upon detection of an 
incorrect or mispronounced utterance, the system may gen 
erate and provide visual assistance by rendering a virtual 
mouth making the correct pronunciation of the mispro 
nounced utterance. In some embodiments, the mispro 
nounced (actual) and correctly pronounced (ideal) virtual 
mouths may be shown simultaneously, e.g., side-by-side, in 
order to demonstrate the contrast between incorrect and 
correct pronunciations of the word. 
0047 Content for each of the interactive flashcards, audio 

files, video images, pictures etc. may be stored in data store 
160 that is in communication with server 110. Data store 160 
may be a database with records organized and/or cross 
referenced by language, grammatical form, sentence struc 
ture, definition, syntax, etc. Each record may be provided to 
any level, unit, and/or unit by system 100 to create the lesson 
being taught. 
0048. According to embodiments of the invention, each 
of the features may be associated with a content player or 
presentation module, which may be a generic Software 
module or a uniform template, which may be used dynami 
cally to present different content. According to embodiments 
of the invention, the presentation module may present dif 
ferent content by being provided with variables, audio 
content, video content, and graphic content, from a content 
management system (CMS). 
0049 According to embodiments of the invention, there 
may be provided one or more presentation modules for 
presenting the games or features that may be used repeatedly 
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throughout the site. The presentation modules may be 
generic for their type, and may utilize different or dynamic 
data to change the content presented by each presentation 
module. Each of the presentation modules may parse values 
from the variables they receive, load the assets provided, and 
then initialize the activity based on the content received. 
According to embodiments of the invention, content pre 
sentation modules may be built in Adobe Flash, and coded 
in Actionscript, or any other Suitable format. 
0050. According to embodiments of the invention, vari 
ous games may be provided based on the relevant educa 
tional content. For example, there may be provided a board 
game in which users roll dice (e.g., by clicking on a dice icon 
and receiving randomly generated numbers), and move 
around a playing field board presented on the screen, 
answering questions and competing against a computer 
opponent. 
0051. According to embodiments of the invention, all 
categories, questions, and answers may be built dynamically 
with external variables, and the graphics for the board and 
pieces may furthermore be set dynamically. Accordingly, a 
single board game content presentation module may be used 
as a template to provide a plurality of lessons, depending on 
the content provided to the presentation module. It will be 
recognized that the lesson displayed on the upper part of the 
screen may determine the content provided to the content 
presentation module. 
0.052 Another game module may be a Catch. It game, in 
which a pool of visual content (loaded graphics or text) may 
scroll from one edge of the screen, e.g., the top, to another, 
e.g., the bottom, in a randomized manner Text and audio 
prompts may indicate which item the student must select 
next. Randomization may provide a unique order for the 
falling content each time the game is played. Again, the 
lesson selected may provide the content to be presented in 
the game. 
0053. In yet another game module according to an 
embodiment of the invention, users may maneuver a char 
acter across a board on which some squares present ques 
tions, traps or prizes. All of the content for these squares may 
be loaded dynamically, and the layout of the squares may be 
randomized so that the location of positive and negative 
squares may change with each play. 
0054 Web pages may include some general features 
independent of the particular level, unit, or lesson displayed, 
for example, “Word Lists”, “Teaching Tools', and “Help”. 
0055 FIG. 5 is an exemplary screenshot of a Word List 
feature according to an embodiment of the invention. 
According to embodiments of the invention, the Word Lists 
module may receive a dynamic list of words, for example, 
from the CMS, and may based thereon display all vocabu 
lary or other educational content used in the site, or in any 
relevant subsection thereof. Each item in the list may be 
paired with multimedia content. For example, words may be 
paired with audio, video, or graphic content, which may load 
dynamically with each word clicked. The words may be 
arranged programmatically, for example, selectively in a 
per-lesson listing and/or in an alphabetical listing. 
0056. The above-described activities reinforce the les 
Sons for the unit in a manner that is conducive to user 
participation and learning. Other units and lessons may use 
these and other activities to achieve the instructional goal. 
0057 FIG. 6 illustrates a schematic diagram of modular 
platform 600 in accordance with an embodiment of the 
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invention. In one embodiment, modular platform 600 may 
have portions located at server 110 and a computing device 
operated by users A, B, and C configured as a client device 
on system 100. In another embodiment in accordance with 
the invention, modular platform 600 may be a stand-alone 
application resident on the computing device operated by 
users A, B, and C. 
0058 Modular platform 600 may include a control mod 
ule 610 that may control the operation of the modular 
platform. Control module 610 communicates control and 
data signals via bus 615. Modular platform also includes 
language parser 620 that may access word repository 630, 
audio repository 635, and video repository 638 to use the 
content stored therein for each of the interactive flashcards, 
audio files, video images, pictures etc. In an embodiment of 
the invention, word repository 630, audio repository 635, 
and video repository 638 may be located within data store 
160. 
0059 Language parser 620 may take content from word 
repository 630, audio repository 635, and/or video reposi 
tory 638 to assemble the content for the hyperlink layers of 
GUI 200. The nature of the content accessed by language 
parser 620 may vary dependent on the nature of the GUI 
hyperlink layer undergoing assembly. For example, every 
language has a syntax and format (e.g., a noun identifies a 
person, place or thing; a verb describes an action, an 
adjective describes a noun, etc.). The language parser 
accesses the content based on a predetermined content. 
Language parser 620 may access word content based on an 
image to be displayed, or conversely may access the image 
to be displayed based on the word content. Similarly, the 
language parser may access an audio file based on the word 
or image, or vice a versa. 
0060 Associated with language parser 620 may be syn 
tax rule base 625. Syntax rule base 625 may provide rules to 
the language parser for a particular language to create a 
proper structure (i.e., a written sentence, and/or an audible 
sentence) by Stringing together the individual components of 
the structure. For example, the sentence “This is a horse.” 
includes a definite article, “this'; a verb 'is'; an indefinite 
article “a”, and a noun “horse.” Syntax rule base 625 
provides language specific syntax rules to language parser 
620 to instruct the language parser how to put together the 
individual elements to create the sentence. In different 
languages, the noun may precede the verb, there may not be 
a definite article, and other rules may apply. Syntax rule base 
625 may provide the particular rules for a particular lan 
guage to the language parser. 
0061. A universal identifier (e.g., a numeric) may identify 
a record within word repository 630, audio repository 635, 
and video repository 638 where each respective word, 
image, and audio Snippet may be located. 
0062 Language parser 620 may cross-reference the rules 
provided from syntax rule base 625 with the numeric 
identifier for the word, image, and/or audio Snippet based on 
the language of interest to access the proper content to insert 
into the GUI layer based on the syntax provided by syntax 
rule base 625. The language parser may provide language 
specific content to control module 610 for display in a GUI 
on the user's computing device. 
0063 Modular platform 600 may include lesson format 
base 640 that contains the various types of lesson module 
styles described above. For example, lesson format base 640 
may contain the Sorting content presentation module, a 
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multiple choice quiz presentation module, a complete and 
match warm-up module, a board game presentation module, 
etc. Information from lesson format base 640 may be 
provided to the language parser so that it may know the 
content of the GUI layer being assembled. 
0064. Modular platform 600 may include speech recog 
nition system 650, which may evaluate the pronunciation 
and sentence structure skills of the user. Speech recognition 
system 650 may include a microphone that receives the 
utterance of a user. The utterance of the user may then 
undergo signal analysis so that it can be partitioned into 
frames for analysis. The frames may be acoustically ana 
lyzed to evaluate the user's pronunciation. The frames or a 
sequence of frames may also be converted to text to evaluate 
the sentence structure spoken by the user. 
0065. The acoustic analysis may be performed by com 
paring on or more frames to acoustic models that may be 
stored in data store 160. Based on the results of the acoustic 
comparison, an acoustic score may be provided that reflects 
the skill level of the user. The acoustic models may be a 
word, a series of words, and/or a complete sentence based on 
the acoustic patterns spoken by native language speakers. 
The acoustic models may also be a word, a series of words, 
and/or a complete sentence based on the acoustic patterns 
spoken by persons having the same native-language as the 
user. The latter model allows for evaluating the user's skill 
in a non-native language while making allowance for Verbal 
speech patterns inherent from the user's native language. 
0066. The structural analysis of the text sequence may be 
performed by comparing the text sequence to syntax models 
that may be stored in data store 160. Based on the results of 
the structural comparison, a structural score may be pro 
vided that reflects the skill level of the user. The acoustic 
score and the structural score may be stored in data store 160 
so that a user's progress over time may be evaluated. 
0067. In this manner, modular platform 600 may build a 
generic structure for each of GUI 200 hyperlink layers that 
may be capable of population by language parser 620 with 
different words, images, audio content, etc. based on the 
language being taught and/or the lesson being assembled. 
0068 FIG. 7 illustrates process 700 for providing a 
computer-based, modular platform to deliver educational 
content to a user in accordance with an embodiment of the 
invention. Process 700 provides an interactive GUI to a user, 
step 710. A server connected to a user's computing device 
across a communication network may provide the interac 
tive GUI. In accordance with another embodiment of the 
invention, the interactive GUI may be provided by an 
application local to a stand-alone computing device. 
0069. An indication of the educational content may be 
received, step 720, at the modular platform. In one embodi 
ment, the indication of educational content may be a lan 
guage being studied by the user. The selected language may 
be received from the GUI based on a user's selection. In 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention, process 
700 may recall a user's prior history and continue with the 
same language. 
(0070. At step 730, process 700 may present a user with 
a GUI layer that provides selection of level, unit, and/or 
lesson. Process 700 may recall a user's prior history and 
present the next level, unit, activity, and/or lesson. A user 
may select a different level, unit, and/or lesson from either 
GUI screen. 
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(0071 Process 700 may present a GUI layer, step 740, 
correlated to the user's selection. For example, if the user 
selected a level, the current GUI layer may offer the user a 
choice of levels. If the user selected a unit within a level, the 
current GUI layer may offer the user a choice of lessons for 
the unit. If the user selected a lesson, process 700 may skip 
to step 760. 
0072 At step 755, process 700 may enter a loop to 
receive an indication of a lesson from the user. The loop may 
present one or more GUI layers, where each layer flows 
from a selection received from the prior GUI layer. Upon 
receiving a lesson selection, process 700 exits the loop and 
may continue at step 760. 
0073 Process 700, at step 760 may provide the user with 
an interactive GUI lesson that may include visual, audio, 
and/or textual content. The visual, audio, and/or textual 
content may be for the lessons described above, or for other 
interactive lessons. 
0074. After completion of the lesson, process 700 may 
evaluate, assess, and/or grade, step 770, the user's perfor 
mance and compute a rating and/or score. The evaluation, 
assessment, and/or grading results may be stored in data 
store 160 so that a user's progress over time may be 
calculated. 
0075. After completion of a lesson, process 700 may 
receive an indication, step 780, of the next lesson, unit, 
and/or level selected by a user. In one embodiment, process 
700 may determine, step 785, the next lesson, unit, and/or 
level for the user based on the short-term evaluation, assess 
ment, and/or grading results or based on the user's long term 
computed progress. 
0076 Process 700 then may repeat steps 760-785 until a 
user exits the process, or all levels, units, and lessons are 
completed. 
0077 FIG. 8 illustrates a process 800 in accordance with 
an embodiment of the invention for providing educational 
content pertaining to any of a plurality of languages over a 
network. 
0078. At stage 810, a language selection or indication 
indicating a language selected to be studied by the user and 
an educational content unit selection are obtained. Either or 
both of these may be obtained from a user record, for 
example, after a user signs in to the system, or the selection 
may be made by the user over the network. It will be 
understood that the educational content unit may be any of 
the above educational modules, e.g., a teaching unit, a game, 
an exercise, etc. 
0079 At stage 820, certain content items required to 
present the educational content unit in the selected language 
are retrieved. In one embodiment of the invention, the 
content items may be obtained from a content database. The 
content database may include a plurality of content records, 
each content record associated with at least one educational 
content unit and including at least one language-generic 
content item and a plurality of language-specific content 
items, each of the language-specific content items pertaining 
to a respectively different language. For example, a content 
record may be for the word “horse', which may be used in 
connection with one or more educational content units. The 
content record for “horse' may include at least one lan 
guage-generic content item, for example, a picture of a 
horse, a part of speech, e.g., noun, a category, e.g., animal. 
The content record for “horse' may further include a plu 
rality of language-specific content items, for example, a 
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plurality of texts of the word “horse' in the respective 
languages, a plurality of audio files of the pronunciation of 
the word “horse' in the respective languages, etc. Thus, if 
the selected language is French, and a selected educational 
content unit calls for the word “horse', then the process may 
retrieve at least one language-generic content item, e.g., a 
picture of a horse, and at least one French language-specific 
content item, e.g., the text "cheval'. 
0080. At stage 830, the educational content unit may be 
generated using the retrieved language-general and lan 
guage-specific content item. For example, there may be 
provided in an educational content unit template repository 
including templates for each available educational content 
unit. The templates may include placeholders for the lan 
guage-specific content items to be inserted at the time of 
generation. In some embodiments, the template may include 
language-generic content items, or placeholders for lan 
guage-generic content items. 
I0081. At stage 840, the generated educational content 
unit may be transmitted over the network for display on the 
computing device. In some embodiments of the invention, 
e.g., a lesson without user input, the method may end with 
stage 840. 
I0082 Some embodiments of the invention, for example, 
where input or other interaction is requested from the user, 
may include stage 850, in which user interaction may be 
received from the user computing device. At stage 860, the 
input or interaction may be analyzed to obtain a score. In 
some embodiments of the invention, the interaction may be 
a vocal input by a user, and the process may involve the 
processing as described above to improve pronunciation. 
0083. While there have been shown and described fun 
damental novel features of the invention as applied to 
several embodiments, it will be understood that those skilled 
in the art may make various omissions, Substitutions, and 
changes in the form, detail, and operation of the illustrated 
embodiments without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention. Substitutions of elements from one embodi 
ment to another are also fully intended and contemplated. 
The invention is defined solely with regard to the claims 
appended hereto, and equivalents of the recitations therein. 
We claim: 
1. A system for providing a graphical user interface (GUI) 

based modular platform, comprising: 
a control module coupled to a bus, and configured to 

receive and provide data and control signals; 
a language parser coupled to the bus; 
a syntax rule base coupled to the bus and associated with 

the language parser, the syntax rule base configured to 
provide language specific rules of a particular language 
to the language parser, the rules provided to instruct the 
language parser how to put together individual ele 
ments to create a sentence in the particular language; 

a lesson format base coupled to the bus, the lesson format 
base comprising a plurality of lesson module styles and 
configured to provide a selected lesson module style to 
the language parser; 

a presentation module for presenting the GUI to a user; 
and 

a speech recognition system coupled to the bus and 
configured to receive an utterance from the user, 
wherein the utterance is evaluated with regard to at 
least one of pronunciation accuracy and sentence struc 
ture accuracy, 
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wherein the language parser is configured to access, based 
on the at least one lesson module style and on the 
language specific rules provided by the syntax rule 
base, content pertaining to a plurality of languages 
within repositories, to create sentences by Stringing 
together individual components of the content, and to 
provide language specific content including the sen 
tences to the control module, and 

wherein the control module to send the language specific 
content to the presentation module for presentation in 
the GUI. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the repositories are at 
least one of a word repository, an audio repository, and a 
textual repository. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the language parser is 
configured to access at least one of word content, audio 
content, and video content based on at least one of word, 
audio file, and image. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the language parser is 
configured to cross-reference the language specific rules 
with at least one universal identifier to access the reposito 
ries content. 
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5. The system of claim 1, wherein the control module is 
configured to merge the language specific content and the 
lesson styles to create GUI hyperlink layers for display at a 
user's computing device. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the speech recognition 
system is configured to perform an audio analysis using 
acoustic models to evaluate the pronunciation accuracy. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the acoustic models are 
based on at least one of native language speakers and 
non-native language speakers having the same language 
demographic as a user. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the speech recognition 
system is configured to perform a structural analysis using 
Syntax models to evaluate the sentence structure accuracy. 

9. The system of claim 1, wherein each GUI is a generic 
GUI structure that is populated by the control module based 
on input from the language parser and the lesson format 
base. 


